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24 Abstract

25 In this study, we investigated the feasibility of rain enhancement by cloud 

26 seeding over a target area (Sameura Dam catchment area, Kochi Prefecture) in 

27 early summer. The effects of salt micro-powder (MP) and hygroscopic flare (HF) 

28 seeding on the initial cloud microphysical structures were investigated using a 

29 detailed bin microphysics parcel model with background atmospheric aerosol 

30 data collected from ground-based observations conducted on the windward side 

31 of the target area and seeding aerosol data collected from the coordinated flights 

32 of seeding helicopter and in-situ measurement aircraft. Numerical seeding 

33 experiments showed that the size distributions of cloud droplets were broadened, 

34 and the onset of raindrop formation was accelerated by MP and HF seeding, 

35 although MP seeding showed more notable seeding effects than did HF seeding. 

36 MP seeding increased the mean droplet size and decreased the total number 

37 concentration of cloud droplets, whereas HF seeding had the opposite effect. 

38 Based on the relationship between the increase/decrease ratio of the cloud 

39 droplet number concentration and increase/decrease ratio of the surface 

40 precipitation by hygroscopic seeding obtained in previous studies, MP seeding 

41 had a positive seeding effect, whereas HF seeding had a negative effect. In the 

42 numerical seeding experiments, a range of variations in the number 

43 concentration and hygroscopicity of background aerosol particles, updraft 

44 velocity near the cloud base, the amount of seeding material applied, and the 

45 change in the physicochemical properties of the seeding aerosols to improve 

46 seeding effects were also considered. However, the outline of the results 

47 described above remained unchanged. These results demonstrate the possibility 
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48 of increasing surface precipitation by MP seeding over the catchment. However, 

49 seeding a large amount of MP (NaCl) is necessary to enhance precipitation 

50 substantially. Simultaneously, considering the environmental impact is essential, 

51 as shown in our study.

52

53 Keywords: precipitation enhancement, warm cloud, hygroscopic seeding, salt 

54 micro-powder, hygroscopic flare
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55 1. Introduction

56 Hygroscopic seeding is a technique potentially suitable for increasing 

57 precipitation from warm, convective clouds during summer. Hygroscopic particles 

58 less than 10 μm in diameter are seeded below the cloud base from an aircraft. 

59 The seeded particles, which are larger than the natural cloud condensation nuclei 

60 (CCN), prevent the smaller, natural CCN from nucleating into cloud droplets, 

61 resulting in a broader droplet spectrum and lower droplet number concentration 

62 at the cloud base. Furthermore, because there are fewer cloud droplets, they 

63 grow to larger sizes, often more efficiently by collision–coalescence with other 

64 smaller cloud droplets, initiating an early rain formation process within a typical 

65 cumulus cloud (Cooper et al. 1997). Results of hygroscopic seeding experiments 

66 in South Africa (Mather et al. 1997; Terblanche et al. 2000), Mexico (Bruintjes et 

67 al. 2003; World Meteorological Organization [WMO] 2000), Thailand (Silverman 

68 and Sukarnjanaset 2000), and the United States (Rosenfeld et al. 2010) 

69 suggested that hygroscopic seeding may be useful for rainfall enhancement and 

70 appear to be consistent with the numerical simulation results (Reisin et al. 1996; 

71 Yin et al. 2000; Segal et al. 2004), except for some details. Although these results 

72 are encouraging and intriguing, the effects of hygroscopic seeding remain poorly 

73 understood, and some fundamental questions, such as an effective size range 

74 and amount of seeding material, and a chain reaction of microphysical processes 

75 after seeding, remain unanswered. Consequently, the WMO (2000) stated that 

76 measurements of key steps in the chain of physical events associated with 

77 hygroscopic seeding are needed to confirm the conceptual seeding models and 

78 determine the range of effectiveness of seeding techniques in increasing 
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79 precipitation from warm and mixed-phase convective clouds. There are two types 

80 of hygroscopic seeding materials: hygroscopic flare (HF) particles and salt micro-

81 powder (MP) particles. The former is small salt particles (mainly made of 

82 submicron particles) produced from burning pyrotechnic flares, whereas the latter 

83 is hygroscopic salt powder milled to the optimal size (a few microns in diameter). 

84 Both materials are seeded in the updraft region at cloud base and introduced into 

85 the clouds with help of updraft. HF is currently widely used as a hygroscopic 

86 seeding material due to its ease of handling during seeding operation compared 

87 to MP.

88 To assess the feasibility of rain enhancement by hygroscopic seeding, 

89 understanding the physicochemical properties of background (BG) aerosol 

90 particles (APs) acting as CCN, cloud types suitable for cloud seeding, and their 

91 microphysical structures are essential (Bruintjes 1999; Kuba and Murakami 2010; 

92 Flossmann et al. 2019; Geresdi et al. 2021; Tessendorf et al. 2021). Kuba and 

93 Murakami (2010) suggested that the effect of hygroscopic seeding depends 

94 considerably on the cloud type and the atmospheric environment of cloud 

95 formation. Cotton (2009) indicated that the effect of hygroscopic seeding depends 

96 on the hygroscopicity, size, and concentration of BG APs and the seeding 

97 material.

98 To investigate the effects of hygroscopic seeding on cloud and precipitation, 

99 many studies have applied numerical models. Reisin et al. (1996), Yin et al. 

100 (2000), and Teller and Levin (2006) conducted numerical experiments to evaluate 

101 the role of hygroscopic seeding using an axisymmetric or a two-dimensional slab-

102 symmetric, non-hydrostatic cloud model with a bin spectral microphysical scheme 
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103 and showed the effectiveness of hygroscopic seeding for rain enhancement. 

104 However, in their models, grid sizes ranged from 150–300 m in the vertical 

105 direction, which is not fine enough to estimate the maximum supersaturation that 

106 significantly affects CCN activation.

107 Cooper et al. (1997), Caro et al. (2002), and Segal et al. (2004) investigated 

108 the effect of HF seeding using a parcel model with a precise microphysical model 

109 and suggested that rain formation via the collision–coalescence process can be 

110 accelerated significantly by hygroscopic seeding. However, estimation of surface 

111 rainfall using parcel models appears to be inaccurate due to their intrinsic 

112 limitation. Kuba and Murakami (2010) provided a more detailed review of 

113 previous studies and their insufficiencies.

114 In most of the studies mentioned above, the expression of the competitive 

115 effect for available water vapor among BG and seeding aerosols and the 

116 evaluation of the tail effect, where a few large hygroscopic particles grow to large 

117 droplets faster and start a collection of small cloud droplets, were insufficient. In 

118 addition, both BG and seeding aerosols were simplified rather than based on 

119 actual measurements, such that those simulation results cannot be considered 

120 as definitive evaluations of the effects of MP and HF seeding. Reflecting this 

121 research background, several precipitation enhancement projects using HF have 

122 been carried out since then, and HF is still used in some projects today.

123 However, because HF generates high concentrations of submicron 

124 hygroscopic particles and produces high concentrations of small cloud droplets, 

125 doubts rose about its rain enhancement effect (Kuba and Murakami 2010, 

126 Rosenfeld et al. 2010). Subsequently, field experiments were conducted to 
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127 confirm the effectiveness of MP against HF (Rosenfeld et al. 2010, Murakami et 

128 al. 2015); no definitive conclusions could be drawn, although the superiority of 

129 MP over HF was suggested.

130 Recently Tessendorf et al. (2021) and Geresdi et al. (2021) investigated the 

131 effect of hygroscopic seeding using parcel models with bin spectral microphysical 

132 schemes. In the model used by Tessendorf et al. (2021), the collision–

133 coalescence was excluded; instead, a moving-bin method was employed to 

134 calculate the evolution of the droplet size distributions (DSDs) precisely. They 

135 evaluated the hygroscopic flare seeding effect on the initial cloud DSD using the 

136 BG aerosol observed in southeastern Queensland, Australia, together with the 

137 seeding aerosol size distributions and made a comparison with the observed 

138 initial cloud DSD. In the model used by Geresdi et al. (2021), within 100 m above 

139 the cloud base, the evolution of the DSDs was accurately calculated using a 

140 moving-bin method and the collision–coalescence was excluded. The curvature 

141 and solution effects on condensational growth of solution droplets were taken into 

142 consideration. They also used the BG aerosol size distributions observed in 

143 southeastern Queensland, Australia, and the United Arab Emirates mountain 

144 area, and investigated the sensitivity of initial cloud DSDs to the properties of 

145 seeding aerosols. However, both studies did not assess the seeding effect on 

146 surface precipitation due to the intrinsic limitation of parcel models.

147 Kuba and Murakami (2010) performed idealized seeding simulations using a 

148 two-dimensional kinetic model implemented with a detailed cloud microphysics 

149 scheme and revealed that increasing rainfall by a maximum of 20% using the salt 

150 micro-powder cloud seeding method was possible. The key change in 
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151 microstructures owing to hygroscopic seeding for the enhancement of total 

152 surface precipitation is an increase in the mean droplet size and a decrease in 

153 the total droplet number concentration (Kuba and Murakami 2010, 2012). They 

154 calculated the activation of CCN in a Lagrangian manner, the subsequent 

155 condensational growth and collision–coalescence process in a semi-Lagrangian 

156 manner, and the fall of particles in an Eulerian manner, and sought to evaluate 

157 as accurately as possible the hygroscopic seeding effects via changes in 

158 microphysical properties on surface precipitation. However, there was still 

159 insufficient accuracy in calculating the competition for available water vapor 

160 among BG and seeding aerosols and the tail effect in early onset of the collection 

161 of small droplets by large droplets; the size of swollen droplets formed from giant 

162 CCN particles was evaluated using an approximate formula and the solution 

163 effect on the condensational growth of cloud droplets immediately after activation 

164 was ignored. Furthermore, the characteristics of the BG and seeding aerosols 

165 were not based on actual measurements, but simplified ones.

166 The Meteorological Research Institute of the Japan Meteorological Agency, in 

167 cooperation with 10 other research organizations, carried out the five-year 

168 research project (2006–2011) “Japanese Cloud Seeding Experiments for 

169 Precipitation Augmentation” (JCSEPA) to realize drought mitigation and water 

170 resources management (Murakami and JCSEPA Research Group 2011; 

171 Murakami et al. 2015). The project had two goals: to sophisticate weather 

172 modification technology for orographic snow clouds and to investigate the 

173 possibility of rain enhancement by hygroscopic seeding for cumulus and 

174 stratocumulus clouds in warm seasons. The study on hygroscopic seeding was 
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175 carried out targeting warm clouds in Shikoku, southwestern part of Japan, using 

176 cloud simulation chamber experiments, numerical model simulations, ground-

177 based aerosol measurements, x-, ka-, and w-band radar measurements, dual-

178 frequency depolarization lidar measurements, multi-wavelength microwave 

179 radiometer measurements, and aircraft seeding experiments. Fujibe et al. (2008) 

180 reported that the Sameura Dam, the main water supply for Shikoku, located in 

181 central Shikoku, with a mean annual precipitation amount exceeding 3,000 mm, 

182 has recently experienced frequent, severe water shortages because of a large 

183 year-to-year variation in summer precipitation. Koshida et al. (2012) investigated 

184 the occurrence frequency and types of clouds suitable for cloud seeding in 

185 summer in Shikoku using operationally available data, such as Multifunctional 

186 Transport Satellite and Radar-AMeDAS (Automated Meteorological Data 

187 Acquisition System) precipitation data. They reported that the chance for artificial 

188 rainfall augmentation to secure water resources (as a preventive measure 

189 against droughts) was estimated to exist in at least 17% of total time in the warm 

190 season, as derived from the sum of “warm clouds” (for hygroscopic seeding) and 

191 “cold clouds” (for glaciogenic seeding) in dry months. Approximately half of the 

192 clouds that could potentially increase rainfall through seeding were warm clouds 

193 with cloud top temperatures of -5 °C or higher (with approximate cloud top heights 

194 of 6 km or less), making them suitable for hygroscopic seeding.

195 In the JCSEPA project, we performed ground-based measurements in Kochi 

196 city, windward of the area chosen as a target for precipitation enhancement 

197 (Sameura Dam in Shikoku), during June 2010, synchronized with instrumented 

198 aircraft observations to investigate the physicochemical properties of BG APs that 
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199 would function as CCN. The observation results showed that the mean 

200 concentrations of APs and CCN were considerably affected by air pollution. Even 

201 air masses from the Pacific Ocean were considerably affected by air pollution in 

202 East Asia, including Japan.

203 In this study, the insufficient accuracy in calculating the competition and the tail 

204 effects by Kuba and Murakami (2010) was improved using a modified, detailed 

205 bin microphysics parcel model (Misumi et al. 2010; Yamashita et al. 2011) based 

206 on the model proposed by Chen and Lamb (1994), where the swelling (water 

207 vapor absorption) of hygroscopic particles, including giant CCN particles, the 

208 competition for available water vapor among BG and seeding aerosols, their 

209 activation as CCN, and subsequent condensation and collision–coalescence 

210 growth leading to the formation of raindrop embryos could be more accurately 

211 calculated. Using the parcel model initialized with atmospheric and environmental 

212 conditions observed over the Kochi area, Japan, in the early summer of 2010, the 

213 effects of MP and HF seeding on initial cloud microstructure were simulated. 

214 From the relationship between cloud droplet number concentration immediately 

215 after CCN activation just above the cloud base and surface precipitation, which 

216 was obtained from Kuba and Murakami's simulation results (Tables 2 and 4 of 

217 Kuba and Murakami, 2010) using various seeding aerosols and the change in 

218 cloud droplet number concentration with and without hygroscopic seeding 

219 obtained from this study, we evaluated the hygroscopic seeding effects on 

220 surface precipitation. Based on the simulation results, the feasibility of rain 

221 enhancement by hygroscopic seeding was discussed, focusing on the advantage 

222 of MP compared to HF, the condition that the disadvantage of HF could be 
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223 negligible, and the impacts of the hygroscopic seeding according to the 

224 experimental setup obtained from the in-situ measurement targeting Kochi area 

225 as part of JCSEPA project.

226

227 2. Background and hygroscopic seeding aerosols

228 Regarding background aerosols, since data collected from ground-based 

229 observations were shown to be representative of aerosol data within the 

230 boundary layer collected from in-situ aircraft measurements (Yamashita et al. 

231 2023), daytime aerosol data collected during the observation period from June 

232 6–24, 2010, were used. Considering the variations in aerosol number 

233 concentration, the median value (bimodal), 90th percentile value (bimodal), and 

234 10th percentile value (bimodal) of the measured aerosol size distributions were 

235 used as those of the background aerosols, and each aerosol size distribution was 

236 approximated by the superimposition of multiple log-normal distributions (Fig. 1). 

237 The hygroscopicity, κ, of the background aerosol was assumed to be a mean 

238 value of 0.1, obtained from observations (Yamashita et al. 2023). Considering the 

239 variation range (standard deviation) in the observed hygroscopicity, we also 

240 conducted sensitivity experiments of seeding effects on hygroscopicity, using 

241 0.03 and 0.3 hygroscopicity.

242 The size distributions of the MP and HF particles were based on data obtained 

243 from coordinated flights of the seeding helicopter and the in-situ measurement 

244 aircraft (Fig. 2). These results were mostly consistent with those obtained from 

245 laboratory experiments in which MP was generated using a rotating brush 

246 disperser (Palas GmBH, model RBG-1000), and HF was burned in a high-speed 
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247 wind tunnel.

248 NaCl particles mixed with anti-caking agents (CaCO3 and SiO2 particles) used 

249 in actual seeding experiments were assumed for MP seeding experiments. The 

250 MP was developed in the JCSEPA project and comprised NaCl particles with a 

251 log-normal size distribution (modal diameter of 2.6 m and geometric dispersion 

252 of 0.8), CaCO3 particles with a log-normal size distribution (modal diameter of 2.6 

253 m and geometric dispersion of 0.8), and SiO2 particles with a log-normal size 

254 distribution (modal diameter of 0.1 m and geometric dispersion of 0.82). CaCO3 

255 and SiO2 particles were included at 2% and 3% of total weight as anti-caking 

256 agents to prevent aggregation and enable fluidity of MP. The hygroscopicities of 

257 the three particle types were 1.2, 0.01, and 0.01, respectively. In addition, to 

258 investigate the adverse effects of anti-caking agents on the seeding effect, MP 

259 particles represented by a mono-modal, log-normal distribution consisting of pure 

260 NaCl were examined.

261 HF is manufactured by ICE Inc. in the United States, and the particles 

262 (combustion products) are a mixture of mainly KCl and CaCl2. Therefore, it was 

263 treated as a bimodal size distribution approximated by a combination of two log-

264 normal distributions with different modal diameters of 0.1 and 0.3 m (Fig. 2). 

265 Assuming the same hygroscopicity for the APs belonging to the two modes, the 

266 simulation was performed by setting the hygroscopicity to 0.6, which was 

267 experimentally obtained for APs smaller than 0.1 m (Tajiri et al. 2020). As a 

268 sensitivity experiment, simulations were performed assuming a hygroscopicity of 

269 1.1 for pure KCl.

270
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271 3. Simulations of hygroscopic seeding

272 3.1 Model description

273 To investigate the effects of hygroscopic seeding on the initial microphysical 

274 structures of clouds, the deliquescence, swelling, and activation of CCN particles 

275 and the subsequent condensation and collision–coalescence growth of cloud 

276 droplets during adiabatic ascent were simulated using a detailed double-moment 

277 (mass and number of APs / cloud droplets in each bin) and multi-dimensional 

278 (three dimensions to represent water droplet properties: water, soluble aerosols, 

279 and insoluble aerosols; five dimensions to represent ice particle properties: ice, 

280 soluble aerosol, insoluble aerosols, aspect ratio, and volume) bin microphysics 

281 parcel model. The equations of warm rain microphysical processes used in the 

282 parcel model were similar to those of Chen and Lamb (1994), except for the 

283 implementation of the κ‐Köhler theory of Petters and Kreidenweis (2007), rather 

284 than the classical Köhler theory (Yamashita et al. 2011). In the current study, we 

285 applied two bin components (water and solute mass) to the liquid-phase 

286 framework. The two components were calculated simultaneously and 

287 independently to accurately calculate the curvature and solution effects on the 

288 condensational growth of cloud droplets. This allows a more realistic simulation 

289 of the competition for available water vapor among water drops containing 

290 different CCN particles of different sizes that can be accurately calculated. 

291 The double-moment bin scheme and hybrid bin method allowed us to 

292 calculate the evolution of droplet spectra as accurately as possible and suppress 

293 numerical diffusion (see Chen and Lamb 1994 for detail). 

294 The fallout of water droplets from the parcel was not considered, assuming 
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295 that the droplet fluxes falling into the parcel from above and falling out from the 

296 parcel downward are approximately balanced, and the vertical advection term of 

297 droplets is negligibly small. For simplicity, the entrainment mixing of the parcel 

298 was not considered.

299 Water mass was divided into 72 bins ranging from 4.19 × 10-26 kg (2.155 × 10-

300 10 m radius) to 7.55 × 10-8 kg (2.622 × 10-4 m radius) and aerosol mass was 

301 divided into 72 bins ranging from 9.79 × 10-25 kg (5.093 × 10-10 m radius) to 1.32 

302 × 10-4 kg (2.613 × 10-3 m radius). The lower bin limits of successive larger bins 

303 were defined as mi+1 = qi mi, where q is the bin-sizing factor determined by qi+1 = 

304 qi /  (see Table 1 for details). Time integration was performed until the parcel 

305 reached a height of 1,000 m, according to the description in Section 3.2. The time 

306 step used for the calculation was 0.1 s.

307

308 3.2 Configuration of seeding experiment

309 The initial parcel conditions were 23.3 °C, 1011.6 hPa, and 80% relative 

310 humidity (RH). These were the mean values observed in June 2010 at the Kochi 

311 Local Meteorological Observatory. The parcel was lifted at speeds of 0.5, 1, and 

312 2 m s-1, which were within the range of typical values obtained from aircraft 

313 observations just below the cloud bases.

314 The model simulated the cumulus cloud, whose base was approximately 480 

315 m, and stopped at approximately 500 m above the cloud base because we 

316 focused on the seeding effect on the processes leading to the formation of 

317 raindrop embryos from a pure microphysics perspective. In the hygroscopic 

318 seeding simulation, the air parcel that included the BG APs and the seeding 
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319 particles was adiabatically lifted at a constant ascent velocity. Therefore, the initial 

320 size distribution of the aerosol particles in the seeded case was assumed to be 

321 the sum of the size distributions of the BG APs and seeding particles. Because 

322 the model used here could not handle multiple aerosol types with different 

323 hygroscopicities, we shifted the size distribution of BG APs with a hygroscopicity 

324 of 0.1 toward smaller sizes to have modal sizes corresponding to the same critical 

325 supersaturations for seeding particles with a hygroscopicity of 1.2 for MP or 0.6 

326 for HF particles (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows the DSDs 20 s (a) and 200 s (b) after the 

327 activation point obtained from the parcel model simulation using the two size 

328 distributions shown in Fig. 3. The two sets of DSDs, shown as black and red lines, 

329 are almost identical, which means that the DSD activated from BG APs with 

330 original size distribution and κ = 0.1 are reproduced by BG APs with the shifted 

331 size distribution and κ = 1.28.

332

333 4. Results

334 4.1 Salt micro-powder seeding

335 Figure 5 shows the initial CCN size distributions and DSDs at 500 and 600 

336 m obtained from the model simulation using the size distribution shown in Fig. 

337 5a for the MP case and an updraft velocity of 1.0 m s-1. As the size distributions 

338 of the MP and HF particles were measured immediately after dispersal from the 

339 seeding helicopter and their concentrations were very high, simulations were 

340 also conducted at 10- and 100-fold diluted concentrations. The DSDs at 500 

341 and 600 m for the seeded cases were broader than those for the unseeded 

342 case. The degree of broadening of the DSD increased with the number of 
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343 seeding particles.

344 Figure 6 shows the time series of RH, condensation nuclei concentration 

345 (number concentration of total APs not activated yet), cloud droplet concentration 

346 (5 < D < 100 μm), and raindrop concentration (D > 100 μm) obtained from the 

347 model simulations shown in Fig. 5. The loss terms related to the change in CN 

348 concentration just before and after activation as CCN (near the cloud base height), 

349 are nucleation scavenging (activation as CCN) and in-cloud scavenging. The 

350 change in CN concentrations is mostly determined by the former. The cloud 

351 droplet number concentration is determined by the cloud droplet formation due to 

352 CCN activation and the loss term due to collision–coalescence, with the former 

353 overwhelmingly dominant. Therefore, the time series of CN concentration and the 

354 time series of cloud droplet number concentration show a mirror image 

355 relationship (Fig. 6). This also holds true for HF seeding (Fig. 9).

356 Notably, the raindrop concentration line for the unseeded case appeared 

357 marginally at approximately 900 m. The appearance time and number of 

358 raindrops for the seeded case were much earlier, even earlier than when RH 

359 reached 100%, and higher than those for the unseeded case. 

360 Raindrop formation is thought to occur through the collision–coalescence and 

361 condensational growth processes, which generally work at the same time. Once 

362 the number of droplets close to 100 m increases, raindrop formation is 

363 dominated by the condensational growth. However, in the case of MP seeding, 

364 very few giant MP particles swell and rapidly grow to solution drops close to 100 

365 m and start collecting smaller solution droplets, forming solution drops larger 

366 than 100 m even before RH reaches 100%. While reaching RH of 100%, a 
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367 considerable number of solution droplets close to 100 m became raindrop-size 

368 through condensational growth. Since the cloud droplet number concentration 

369 was low, due to the synergistic effect of efficient condensational growth of large 

370 solution droplets and inactive collision–coalescence, raindrop formation through 

371 condensational growth continued to dominate (Fig. 7). 

372 When MP particles were added to the BG APs, the raindrop concentration was 

373 similar to that in the MP-only case. The simulation results that the size distribution 

374 and total number concentration of droplets in the size range larger than 10 m 

375 and the time evolution of the RH for the MP-only case were similar to those for 

376 the BG APs plus MP case (Figs. 5 and 6) indicate that the raindrops were 

377 predominantly produced through the collision–coalescence process of large 

378 solution droplets grown from the seeded MP particles. As observed in the DSD 

379 at 500 m in Fig. 5, the formation of cloud droplets smaller than 10 μm activated 

380 from BG APs was suppressed by the lowered water supersaturation (SSw) owing 

381 to the condensational growth of large and hygroscopic MP particles, and the 

382 corresponding moisture condensed on the large solution droplets formed on MP 

383 particles (the competition effect). As shown in the time series of RH in Fig. 6, the 

384 onset of SSw rise was delayed, and the maximum SSw was suppressed owing 

385 to water vapor condensation on the MP particles. However, the main raindrop 

386 formation mechanism was the collision–coalescence of large droplets grown 

387 through water vapor condensation from the MP particles (the tail effect).

388 In comparison, when the MP particles were diluted 10 or 100 times to lower 

389 concentrations, the effect of suppressing the formation of cloud droplets smaller 

390 than 10 μm and promoting the growth of large solution droplets (competitive 
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391 effect) became weaker. Nevertheless, raindrops were generated by the collision–

392 coalescence of large solution droplets formed on MP particles; however, their 

393 number concentration was low and only advanced the onset of raindrop formation, 

394 which did not lead to a significant increase in precipitation. These results 

395 demonstrate the effects of MP seeding from the perspective of cloud 

396 microphysics. From these results, the rain enhancement is possible by seeding 

397 the right amount of MP over the Kochi area.

398

399 4.2 Hygroscopic flare seeding

400 Figures 8 and 9 are similar to Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, except for the HF 

401 seeding case. The DSDs at 500 and 600 m for the HF-seeded case were 

402 broader than those for the unseeded case, similar to the MP-seeded case. The 

403 appearance time and number of raindrops for the HF-seeded case were also 

404 earlier and higher than those for the unseeded case, similar to the MP-seeded 

405 case. However, the broadening of the DSD and the number of raindrops were 

406 less remarkable compared to the MP case. Unlike the MP case, in the HF case, 

407 cloud droplets activated on majority of HF particles and some large BG APs 

408 gradually grew and shifted to larger sizes by condensation and collision–

409 coalescence growth, with raindrops larger than 100 m slowly forming after 600 

410 s. Finally, a considerable number of cloud droplets close to 100 m became 

411 raindrop-size through condensational growth (Fig. 10).

412 HF seeding also reduced SSw; however, this was due to the addition of HF 

413 particles to the BG APs, which increased the number of particles that acted as 

414 CCN and increased the amount of water vapor condensation. The reduction of 
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415 SSw by HF seeding suppressed the activation of smaller particles contained in 

416 the second mode of BG APs; however, more particles in the second mode of HF 

417 particles, which had higher concentrations, slightly larger sizes, and higher 

418 hygroscopicity than those of BG APs in their second mode, were activated. 

419 Consequently, the total concentration of cloud droplets substantially increased, 

420 and the mean droplet size substantially decreased. According to Kuba and 

421 Murakami (2010, 2012), these changes in microphysics properties would 

422 suppress total precipitation.

423

424 5. Discussion

425 5.1 BG AP concentration dependency of the seeding effect

426 For MP seeding, the higher the BG AP number concentration, the greater the 

427 seeding effect, which reduces the cloud particle number concentration. However, 

428 the seeding effect of the HF, which increases the cloud droplet number 

429 concentration, becomes more conspicuous with decreasing BG AP number 

430 concentration, although this causes a negative seeding effect in terms of 

431 precipitation enhancement, as will be discussed later. Therefore, MP and HF 

432 seedings were more effective with increasing amounts of seeding material in 

433 varying (increase/decrease) cloud droplet number concentrations (Table 2).

434 MP seeding showed no substantial effect when MP particles were diluted 10- 

435 and 100-fold. However, HF seeding showed some significant effects even when 

436 HF particles were diluted 10 and 100 times, although HF seeding led to a negative 

437 effect in precipitation enhancement.

438 From the perspective of precipitation enhancement, the cloud droplet number 
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439 concentration decreased to approximately 50% of the unseeded case when high 

440 concentrations (measured in the seeding plume) of MP were seeded. According 

441 to Kuba and Murakami’s (2010, 2012) relationship between cloud droplet number 

442 concentration ratio and total precipitation ratio for seeded and unseeded cases, 

443 rainfall from warm convective clouds is expected to increase by approximately 

444 20%.

445

446 5.2 BG AP hygroscopicity dependency of the seeding effect

447 In the standard experiments described in Section 4, the hygroscopicity of the 

448 BG APs was assumed to be 0.1, which was the mean value averaged over all 

449 particle sizes obtained from ground-based observations (Yamashita et al. 2023). 

450 Since its variation was large, seeding simulations (assuming κ = 0.03 and 0.3 

451 when considering the observed variation range) were also performed. 

452 The results showed that the MP seeding effect on the droplet concentration 

453 ratio did not change considerably with decreasing BG AP hygroscopicity, 

454 whereas the HF seeding effect increased markedly with decreasing BG AP 

455 hygroscopicity (Table 3). However, this led to the suppression of surface 

456 precipitation.

457

458 5.3 Updraft velocity dependency of the seeding effect

459 For MP and HF seeding, the number concentrations of activated cloud 

460 droplets increased with increasing updraft velocity near the cloud base; however, 

461 the effect of updraft velocity on the droplet concentration ratio of the seeded and 

462 unseeded cases was different between MP and HF seeding (Table 4). For MP, 
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463 the seeding effect weakened as the updraft strengthened. This is because the 

464 stronger the updraft velocity, the weaker the effect of suppressing the increase in 

465 RH before activation, owing to the swelling of MP particles, resulting in a higher 

466 SSw and activation of more BG APs with smaller sizes. However, for HF, the 

467 seeding effect did not vary with the strength of the updraft as much as it did in the 

468 MP case. This is because the stronger the updraft, the higher the SSw, which 

469 activates smaller BG AP and HF particles in the seeded case but also activates 

470 smaller BG AP particles in the unseeded case. Consequently, changes in the 

471 droplet number concentration ratio were relatively offset, and large changes in 

472 the seeding effect were suppressed.

473

474 5.4 Effect of anti-caking agents of MP

475 As mentioned above, in actual MP seeding, from the viewpoint of operability, 

476 CaCO3 particles with a modal diameter of 2.6 m and SiO2 particles with a modal 

477 diameter of 0.1 m were mixed at a 2% and 3% weight ratio, respectively, as anti-

478 caking agents. The results of MP seeding experiments with and without anti-

479 caking agents were compared to investigate the extent to which these anti-caking 

480 agents reduced the seeding effect.

481 The MP made of pure NaCl particles without anti-caking agents had a slightly 

482 larger seeding effect compared to the MP with anti-caking agents, but the 

483 difference was negligible, regardless of the BG AP concentration (Table 5).

484

485 5.5 Possibility of improving seeding effect by HF

486 HF was developed in South Africa in the 1990s (Mather et al. 1997) as an 
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487 atomization technology for hygroscopic particles. HF is currently used in several 

488 projects worldwide because of its superior operability during seeding compared 

489 with MP. However, thus far, the high concentration of hygroscopic particles of 

490 approximately 0.1 m contained in the second mode, produces high 

491 concentrations of cloud droplets, which leads to a negative seeding effect from 

492 the perspective of promoting the warm rain process and increasing precipitation. 

493 Therefore, we changed the properties of the HF particles by trial and error to 

494 determine how to improve them to obtain a positive seeding effect while 

495 maintaining the operability of the HF (Table 6). 

496 First, comparing the case for the hygroscopicity of the HF particles with a pure 

497 KCl value of κ = 1.1 with the previous case of κ = 0.6, shown in Section 4.2., there 

498 is still a negative seeding effect and no significant improvement, even with κ = 

499 1.1.

500 Next, the number concentration of hygroscopic particles in the second mode 

501 was reduced. As an extreme example, the hygroscopic particle number 

502 concentration in the second mode was set to zero. As a result, the seeding effect 

503 weakened but still showed a negative seeding effect for the 10th percentile value 

504 of the size distribution (LOW BG AP case), while showing a slight positive effect 

505 for the MID and HIGH BG AP cases.

506 Finally, seeding experiments were performed by increasing first modal 

507 diameters from 0.3 m to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 m, while keeping the hygroscopic 

508 particle number concentration in the second mode as zero. The results indicated 

509 that the seeding effect became positive (increase in precipitation) when the modal 

510 diameter was 0.5 m or larger. This result is consistent with previous study results 
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511 (Cooper et al. 1997, Yin et al. 2000, Caro et al. 2002, Segal et al. 2004, Kuba and 

512 Murakami 2010, Geresdi et al. 2021), showing that hygroscopic particles larger 

513 than 1 m in diameter have a positive seeding effect.

514 We established that unless the modal diameter of the first mode of 

515 hygroscopic particles generated from HF increased to 0.5 m or larger 

516 (specifically, hygroscopic particles in the first mode include a substantial number 

517 of particles larger than 1 m) and the number concentration of hygroscopic 

518 particles of approximately 0.1 m contained in the second mode was largely 

519 reduced, HF seeding did not lead to a positive seeding effect, which aims to 

520 promote the warm rain process and increase surface precipitation.

521

522 5.6 Rough estimate of precipitation enhancement by MP seeding and required 

523 amount of seeding material

524 In this sub-section, we estimated the amount of MP seeding material required 

525 to enhance a seasonal precipitation by 20% based on the mass concentration of 

526 seeding aerosols required to halve the cloud droplet number concentration by 

527 hygroscopic seeding obtained from the results of this study and the 20% increase 

528 in seasonal precipitation by halving the cloud droplet number concentration 

529 obtained from the numerical simulation of Murakami et al. (2015), using a three-

530 dimensional (3D), non-hydrostatic model.

531 In this study, we showed that under the condition of average BG AP number 

532 concentration, when high concentrations of MP particles (mass concentration of 

533 5 mg m-3 estimated from particle size distribution in the plume immediately after 

534 seeding shown in Fig. 2) were seeded, cloud droplet number concentration was 
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535 approximately halved. The result of MP seeding experiments during the 2008 

536 warm season using a 3D, non-hydrostatic model incorporating double-moment 

537 cloud microphysics parameterization, where the MP seeding effect is simulated 

538 by halving CCN number concentration (cloud droplet number concentration to be 

539 activated at cloud base), showed a seasonal precipitation increase of 

540 approximately 20% (Murakami et al. 2015). This relationship between cloud 

541 droplet number concentration ratio and total precipitation ratio of seeded and 

542 unseeded cases is consistent with that obtained by Kuba and Murakami (2010, 

543 2012). 

544 We estimated the order of magnitude of MP particle mass required to increase 

545 precipitation by 20%. Here, we assumed that the dam's catchment area was 20 

546 km × 20 km and that the rainfall in one season increased from 1,000 mm to 1,200 

547 mm by seeding. The average rainfall of 1,000 mm in the catchment area 

548 corresponded to (2 × 104)2 m2 × 1 m = 4 × 108 m3 = 400 million tons of water. If 

549 the cloud physical precipitation efficiency (precipitation amount/amount of water 

550 vapor flowing into the cloud from the cloud base) was 0.2, 2 × 109 m3 of water 

551 vapor flowed from the cloud base. Assuming a cloud base temperature of 18.5 °C 

552 and atmospheric pressure of 950 hPa, the density of water vapor in the air mass 

553 flowing into the cloud from the cloud base was approximately 1.6 × 10-2 kg m-3. 

554 Therefore, the calculated volume of the air parcel flowing into the cloud from the 

555 cloud base was 1.25 × 1014 m3. Because the mass concentration of MP particles 

556 in the air is approximately 5 × 10-6 kg m-3 to obtain a seeding effect of 20% 

557 increase in surface precipitation, the total amount of MP particles seeded in one 

558 season could be 6.25 × 108 kg (6.25 × 105 tons), which means that MP (NaCl) 
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559 particles can be sprayed at 1.6 kg m-2 a season.

560 In nature, the amount of sea salt (NaCl) particles that fall on areas near the 

561 ocean is estimated to be in the order of 0.1 kg m-2 y-1 as a total of wet and dry 

562 depositions. Therefore, the amount of MP particles required to increase rainfall 

563 by 20% necessitates considering the environmental impact.

564 Since the seeding effect also depends on the characteristics of BG APs, strictly 

565 speaking, the estimation made here is valid for this target area. However, even 

566 considering the range of variation in the observed BG AP characteristics, this 

567 estimate almost holds true, indicating that in order to obtain a substantial increase 

568 in seasonal precipitation by MP seeding in areas other than the target area of this 

569 study, a huge amount of hygroscopic particles would be required, and 

570 environmental impact cannot be ignored.

571

572 6. Conclusion

573 The effects of MP and HF seeding on the initial cloud microphysical structure 

574 were investigated using a detailed bin microphysics parcel model to examine the 

575 feasibility of precipitation enhancement by hygroscopic seeding over a target 

576 area (Sameura Dam catchment area) in early summer under realistic conditions.

577 The physicochemical properties of the BG APs, which are part of the input 

578 data for the numerical seeding experiment, were obtained from ground-based 

579 observations conducted in Kochi city in June 2010. Another part of input data, the 

580 physicochemical properties of the hygroscopic seeding particles, was obtained 

581 from coordinated flights of the seeding helicopter and an in-situ measurement 

582 aircraft.
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583 Numerical seeding experiments conducted under realistic 

584 atmospheric/environmental and seeding conditions showed that MP and HF 

585 seeding broadened the size distributions of cloud droplets to larger sizes and 

586 accelerated the onset of raindrop formation compared with unseeded cases. 

587 However, MP seeding yielded more remarkable seeding effects than HF seeding. 

588 MP seeding showed a substantial increase in mean droplet size and a decrease 

589 in the total number concentration of cloud droplets, whereas HF seeding showed 

590 the opposite effect. According to the relationship between the increase/decrease 

591 ratio of cloud droplet number concentration and the increase/decrease ratio of 

592 total precipitation due to hygroscopic seeding in previous studies (Kuba and 

593 Murakami 2010, 2012), MP seeding has a positive seeding effect and HF seeding 

594 has a negative effect.

595 In the numerical seeding experiments, the range of variation from the mean 

596 values for the number concentration and hygroscopicity of BG APs and updraft 

597 velocity near the cloud base, the amount of seeding material applied, and the 

598 change in the physicochemical properties of the seeding material for the 

599 improvement of seeding effects were considered. Most of the results described 

600 above remained the same although there were slight quantitative differences in 

601 the seeding effect. 

602 These results indicate the feasibility of increasing surface precipitation by MP 

603 seeding in the target area. However, large amounts (5 mg m-3) of MP (NaCl) 

604 particles need to be applied to the inflow air into clouds to yield a substantial 

605 (20%) increase in precipitation. In addition, if MP seeding is conducted throughout 

606 a season, its environmental impact must be considered because more NaCl 
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607 particles, compared to the amount of sea salt particles deposited in the coastal 

608 area by dry and wet deposition, would fall on the ground.

609 HF is currently used as a hygroscopic seeding material around the world due 

610 to its ease of handling during seeding operation compared to MP. However, as 

611 shown in this paper, generating a large number of particles with small sizes 

612 (modal diameter of approximately 0.1 m) causes an increase in the total number 

613 of cloud droplets, a decrease in the mean droplet size, and the suppression of a 

614 collision–coalescence process, which results in a decrease in surface 

615 precipitation. To obtain a positive seeding effect while maintaining the operability 

616 of HF, it is necessary to make the first (large size) mode particles surpass the 

617 second mode particles in both mass and number concentrations and also 

618 increase the modal diameter over 1.0 m.

619 In this study, we used the results of the parcel model to qualitatively touch on 

620 the differences between MP and HF seeding in the timing of raindrop embryo 

621 formation and their number concentration. However, owing to the intrinsic 

622 limitations of parcel models, it is not possible to accurately evaluate the raindrop 

623 formation process. Therefore, in this study, we combined the results of Kuba and 

624 Murakami (2010, 2012) and the results of this study to evaluate the increase or 

625 decrease in surface precipitation due to MP and HF seeding via the cloud droplet 

626 number concentration activated near the cloud base and assessed their 

627 effectiveness. However, the validity of this method is limited to the range of 

628 hygroscopic seeding that has been carried out for warm clouds in the previous 

629 study and is not suitable for evaluating the seeding effect for a wider range of 

630 cloud types including mixed-phase clouds and wider range of seeding aerosol 
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631 properties. In order to evaluate the effects of hygroscopic seeding targeting a 

632 wider range of cloud types under realistic atmospheric conditions, it is desirable 

633 to develop a 3D cloud resolving model that incorporates schemes that can 

634 accurately calculate the competition for available water vapor between multiple 

635 aerosol species (through accurate CCN aerosol swelling, activation, and 

636 subsequent condensational growth), the collision–coalescence process between 

637 cloud droplets, and the various cold rain processes. The effectiveness of various 

638 hygroscopic seeding methods should be assessed through numerical 

639 experiments using such a model.

640
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751 Fig. 1 Median (red dashed line), 90th (blue dashed line), and 10th (green 

752 dashed line) percentile size distributions of background APs measured 

753 using scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and optical particle 

754 counter (OPC) in Kochi city and their log-normal fits (solid lines). The 

755 three particle size distributions show the median, 90th percentile, and 

756 10th percentile of the number concentration for each particle size.

757 Fig. 2 Number size distributions of MP and HF particles measured by SMPS, 

758 OPC, cloud aerosol spectrometer (CAS), and forward scattering 

759 spectrometer probe (FSSP) on board an instrumented aircraft flying 

760 approximately 1 km behind a seeding helicopter and their 

761 approximations by multiple log-normal distributions shown by solid lines 

762 (upper) and multiple log-normal approximations of number (black) and 

763 mass (red) size distributions (lower). The size distributions of MP and 

764 HF are with BG aerosol subtracted.

765 Fig. 3 Bimodal size distribution of APs with hygroscopicity of 0.1 (black line) 

766 and the shifted one toward smaller sizes to have mode sizes 

767 corresponding to the same critical supersaturations for APs with 

768 hygroscopicity of 1.2 (red line).

769 Fig. 4 Droplet size distributions after (a) 20 s and (b) 200 s from the activation 

770 point obtained from the model simulation. The legend presents the 

771 hygroscopicity and size distributions shown in Fig. 3 used in the 

772 simulation.

773 Fig. 5 Size distributions of aerosol particles (APs) and cloud droplets. (a) Initial 
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774 size distributions of dry BG APs with seeding aerosols and droplet size 

775 distributions at (b) 500 m and (c) 600 m obtained from the model 

776 simulation using the initial size distribution of BG and seeding aerosols 

777 shown in (a) and updraft velocity of 1.0 m s-1 for the MP case.

778 Fig. 6 Time series of (a) relative humidity and (b) CN (solid line), droplet 

779 (dashed line), and raindrop (dash-dotted line) number concentrations 

780 obtained from the model simulations for the same case shown in Fig. 5. 

781 In the lower panel, the left axis is for CN and droplet number 

782 concentrations, and the right axis is for raindrop concentration.

783 Fig. 7 The production rate of (a) the number and (b) mass of raindrops via 

784 collision–coalescence (blue) and condensational (red) growth for BG + 

785 MP case.

786 Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 5, but for the HF case.

787 Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 6, but for the HF case.

788 Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 7, but for BG + HF case.
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794 in the bin-sizing factor. Please see the equations in the text.
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 2 

Fig. 1 Median (red dashed line), 90th (blue dashed line), and 10th (green 3 

dashed line) percentile size distributions of background APs measured 4 

using scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) and optical particle 5 

counter (OPC) in Kochi city and their log-normal fits (solid lines). The 6 

three particle size distributions show the median, 90th percentile, and 7 

10th percentile of the number concentration for each particle size. 8 
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 10 

 11 

Fig. 2 Number size distributions of MP and HF particles measured by SMPS, 12 

OPC, cloud aerosol spectrometer (CAS), and forward scattering spectrometer 13 

probe (FSSP) on board an instrumented aircraft flying approximately 1 km 14 

behind a seeding helicopter and their approximations by multiple log-normal 15 

distributions shown by solid lines (upper) and multiple log-normal 16 

approximations of number (black) and mass (red) size distributions (lower). The  17 

size distributions of MP and HF are with BG aerosol subtracted.  18 
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 20 

Fig. 3 Bimodal size distribution of APs with hygroscopicity of 0.1 (black line) 21 

and the shifted one toward smaller sizes to have mode sizes 22 

corresponding to the same critical supersaturations for APs with 23 

hygroscopicity of 1.2 (red line). 24 
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 26 

 27 

Fig. 4 Droplet size distributions after (a) 20 s and (b) 200 s from the activation 28 

point obtained from the model simulation. The legend presents the 29 

hygroscopicity and size distributions shown in Fig. 3 used in the 30 

simulation. 31 
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 33 

 34 

Fig. 5 Size distributions of APs and cloud droplets. (a) Initial size distributions 35 

of dry BG APs with seeding aerosols and droplet size distributions at 36 

(b) 500 m and (c) 600 m obtained from the model simulation using the 37 

initial size distribution of BG and seeding aerosols shown in (a) and 38 

updraft velocity of 1.0 m s-1 for the MP case. 39 
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 41 

 42 

Fig. 6 Time series of (a) relative humidity and (b) CN (solid line), droplet 43 

(dashed line), and raindrop (dash-dotted line) number concentrations 44 

obtained from the model simulations for the same case shown in Fig. 5. 45 

In the lower panel, the left axis is for CN and droplet number 46 

concentrations, and the right axis is for raindrop concentration. 47 
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 49 

 50 

Fig. 7 The production rate of (a) the number and (b) mass of raindrops via 51 

collision-coalescence (blue) and condensation (red) growth for BG + MP 52 

case 53 
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 55 

 56 

Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 5, but for the HF case.  57 
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 59 

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 6, but for the HF case. 60 
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 62 

Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 7, but for BG + HF case.63 
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Table 1 Parameters for size bin setup. qi is the bin-sizing factor used in the 64 

equation to determine the lower bin limits of successive larger mass bins from i=3 65 

through i=N-1, while  is a coefficient to determine the change in the bin-sizing 66 

factor. Please see the equations in the text. 67 

 68 
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Table 2 Seeding aerosol amount dependency of MP and HF seeding effects at 70 

updraft velocity of 1.0 m s-1 for three different BG AP size distributions. 71 

The value at the top of each row indicates the maximum cloud droplet 72 

number concentration during the simulation period, and the value in 73 

parentheses at the bottom indicates the ratio to the maximum cloud 74 

droplet number concentration without seeding. 75 

 76 
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Table 3 BG AP hygroscopicity dependence of MP and HF seeding effects at 78 

updraft velocity of 1.0 m s-1 for three different BG AP size distributions. 79 
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Table 4 Updraft velocity dependence of MP and HF seeding effects for three 81 

different BG AP size distributions. 82 
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Table 5 Effect of anti-caking agent on MP seeding effect at updraft velocity of 85 

1.0 m s-1 for three different BG AP size distributions. 86 

 87 
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Table 6 HF particle’s physicochemical property dependence of seeding effect at 89 

updraft velocity of 1.0 m s-1 for three different BG AP size distributions. 90 
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